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Welcome from the Chairman
Established in 1947, The British Display
Society was created to encourage and
promote the highest standard of Visual
Merchandising, Design & Display. Former
BDS students work throughout the UK and
indeed throughout the world are now VM Managers, College Lecturers
and, like myself, Consultants.
In this tough retail market, retailers need to concentrate on a
memorable and pleasant shopping environment that reflects their
Brand or Store ensuring that all important customer experience. From
shop fronts to window displays to interior displays, product layout and
focal points around the store, it is paramount that a high standard of
visual merchandising is needed to ensure the future success of retail.
Membership of The British Display Society is increasing
and this is reassuring to know that there are many
Retail/VM professionals who feel
passionate about the part we
play in retail. At The British
Display Society, we are ensuring
that the industry is very much
alive and kicking in the modern
retail world. The BDS Team are dedicated to the organisation and run VM Training Courses,
Seminars and are Guest Speakers at various events.

We all know that Visual merchandising is a retail concept that focuses on enhancing the aesthetic appeal of a
product or store to attract customers and increase sales. Understanding how a customer browse’s and shops a
store is key to revenue and profitability.
Customers want to feel that shopping in your store is a pleasurable
experience, They want to be excited by the range of merchandise on offer.
Products need to be presented in a way that brings quality and style. The
merchandise must represent a “must have purchase”.
Professionally executed Visual Merchandising will give the store huge
potential to distinguish the Brand and excite customers. Poorly executed, it
will downgrade the store immediately. Give the customer a unique shopping
experience, something to remember their visit to your store.
We all appreciate that on-line has increased and had a serious knock-on
effect with the High Street, however it’s time that retailers started to fight
back and attract those customers back into their stores.
Sadly, there are some retailers I feel who are heading for trouble. They need
to take advise from professionals who are working at store level and notice
the changing face of retail.
The short term future of retail will remain bleak, unless retailers start to fight
back if they want to succeed. Let’s create fun and retail theatre in our stores,
something you cannot get when looking at a screen!
Lets get our High Street’s and our stores buzzing again.
So why not become a Member
of The British Display Society
and help us promote Visual
Merchandising and ensure
that our High Streets remain
buzzing. If you are a Freelance
Visual Merchandiser then your
details can be added onto our
data-base of professionals.
We also accept Corporate
Membership which is a great
way of advertising. Full details
can be found on our website:
www.britishdisplaysociety.
co.uk

As Chairman of The British Display Society, I have observed
that retailers need to step back and revaluate their business to
ensure it moves with the times and keep up to date with trends
and store presentation. Many retailers in our towns and cities
have not changed or updated themselves for many years. So
how does a retailer expect to be stay ahead of this fast moving
environment and remain profitable if they are not going to adapt
to changes in retail?

IT’S TIME FOR A RADICAL
RETHINK
Retailers need to understand and realise that their windows are
the cheapest form of advertising. Your customers can sample
‘the menu” so to speak that you are offering. A potential customer
only has a few seconds to stop, look and enter the store. Not only
do attractive windows help bring in new and existing customers,
they allow retailers to increase foot traffic to the store, display
new products, highlight promotions and enhance its brand image.
Once in the store then excellent store layout, with good product
presentation is a must.

Iain Kimmins
Owner & Founder of Creative Download
www.creative-download.co.uk
Chairman of The British Display Society
www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

Meet The BDS Team
Professionals who have worked in the Visual Merchandising industry for many years
run and manage the BDS. It is our passion and enthusiasm for VM and Store Presentation
that drives us to ensure that Visual Merchandising is not a dying art.

Director & Chair: Iain Kimmins FBDS

Iain is a creative Visual Merchandising Executive within the Display &
Visual Merchandising Industry with over twenty years’ experience. He
has worked for London’s top department stores including Harrods and
Selfridges as well as Tangs in Singapore. Having studied with the BDS
he started his career as a Junior VM progressing up to Head of Visual
Merchandising. He has worked on several freelance projects in New
York, China and Saudi Arabia and now runs a Visual Merchandising
Consultancy called Creative Download.
His passion and enthusiasm for retail is not only about being creative with
all kinds of merchandise, concepts, brands, events and merchandise but being commercially
aware for the retail sector. creative-download.co.uk

Director & Vice Chairman: Helen Goodwin FBDS

Helen studied with the British Display Society in the heart of London’s
West End back in the early 1980’s. Her first job was as part of the
display team for DH Evans in Oxford Street handling a wide range of
merchandise in the windows & interiors. Following this she started her
own Visual Design Consultancy in London, then moved the business
to York continuing to design & install window displays up and down the
country.
Due to a demand for display training Helen created ‘Made You Look!’
where she passes on her knowledge and experience to those wishing to
learn the basic skills of display. Alongside Janet they work with Business Improvement Districts,
Councils, Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look their best at
all times. madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

Director & Senior Course Tutor (Former Chairman):
Alan Springall FBDS

Not quite born in a trunk at the back of the prop room but it almost
seems like that. Alan has enjoyed the variety and camaraderie of
working in display, VM, exhibitions and prop making since he was 16.
Subsequently he has become a Further Education lecturer on BDS and
BTEC display & exhibition courses which have enabled him to pass on
his enthusiasm for the industry to the uninitiated. He joined the BDS
in 1976 and has been involved in its operation ever since, and was
Chairman from 2015 - 2018.

Deputy Treasurer: David Anthony FBDS

David Anthony has been a Visual Merchandiser for 30 years and begun
his career in Adelaide and Sydney, Australia. His former background is
fashion and homewares where he learnt the art of Visual Merchandising
and Styling through department stores and boutiques across the globe.
Moving into the world of independent theatre and cable television he is
now London based working freelance in the café, food & retail lifestyle
sector as well as the world of fashion and homewares.

Nigel Fisher ABDS

An IT professional since 1979 Nigel has for the last 20 years been producing web
sites and shopping carts for small businesses. It is his belief that the use of web sites
for sales moves the internet firmly into the VM and POS arenas. The BDS should be
promoting excellence within web sites as well as on the shop floor, enabling the BDS
to address the entire sales material of any retailer. Nigel also engages in developing
exhibition stands for his own business and in connection with his hobbies.
Having for many years hosted the BDS web sites and supported and developed the
internal systems Nigel joined the council in 2013 intent on further supporting the BDS
as a whole.

Janet Billings FBDS

Janet studied with the British Display Society back in the early 1980’s. Janet started
working for a company designing and building props for use in window displays for
Debenhams, Selfridges and Harrods. In 1985 she set up her own Display Company
offering a full service, from design through to installation of exhibition stands and
window displays.
Janet has worked for an extensive range of clients from small independent retailers
to large national companies both in the UK and abroad, Wedgwood & Portmeirion
being just two of them. She works alongside Helen in ‘Made You Look!‘ with BIDs,
Councils, Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look
their best at all times.

Liz Johnston FBDS

Liz has worked in the Visual Merchandising industry for almost 40 years and has
been a freelance stylist since 1982. She studied at the College for the Distributive
Trades in London from 1975 gaining her qualification through the BDS. She went
on to work for Russell and Bromley in the West End, Simpson’s of Piccadilly, and
Heal’s gaining a wealth of experience and enabling her to take her skills in to retail
shops and exhibitions. She is passionate about bright colours and detail, and
helping the local high street retailers by using her vast experience in guiding them
to achieve the results they seek. liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

Edward Stammers MA, PG Cert

Edward is the Course Leader of BA (Hons) Fashion Visual Merchandising
and Branding at the London College of Fashion and has an MA in Fashion
Merchandise Management and PG Cert in Education. He has worked in the
visual merchandising industry for twenty-five years, managing global visual
merchandising and marketing campaigns as Design and Project Manager for
Rootstein Display Mannequins. His research interests centre on the function and
perception of the mannequin form and the challenges to the mannequin that are
developing from the increased use of digital technology within the fashion retail
environment.

Paris Tsoulfas FBDS

Paris is a passionate and professional VM working in luxury retail and has over
15 years experience in the watch and jewellery industry. With a background in
interior design he attended the University of the Arts and studied their Display
and Presentation course. He has an ongoing passion for in-store customer
service and specialises with display lighting.
For one particular jewellery brand he had the responsibility for the U.K. and
Ireland stores. He also collaborated with all the major department stores
(Harrods, Selfridges, Fenwick and House of Fraser) on their indoor displays and
window dressing too as well as organised many marketing and press events.
He has also created many set-up projects in France, Germany and Italy.

Student Corner - Q&As

BDS Membership

1.

2.

Question
I freelance in a shop that is situated in an old part of York
and the front windows are divided into small panes by
glazing bars. I enjoy creating the schemes but feel that
the look of the dividing lines across the window detract
from my efforts. Are there any ways to get round this
problem?

Question
Whilst visiting New York a couple of years ago there
was controversy in the local news media over a window
display that was judged to “offend public taste”. It
featured a female display figure that appeared to have
been brutally attacked whilst wearing an expensive
designer outfit from the store. The shop certainly got a
lot of publicity but did it increase sales or damage their
reputation?

Individual Membership

This has always been a grey area. I believe that I have
witnessed a few of these “shock” presentations and, in
most cases, they have drawn a great deal of attention
to the store. Whether the number of “disgusted from
Tunbridge Wells” customers that were lost was greater
than the new custom that was gained from appearing
“edgy”, I wouldn’t like to judge because most of the
examples I have been aware of have been in the USA.
If the company was trying to encourage more custom
from a younger, more open minded demographic then
they probably succeeded and it was worth riding out the
initial storm of criticism.

Membership has the following benefits:
• Membership has the following benefits:
• The opportunity to network with other VM Members
• Your details will be added onto the BDS database if you are seeking
“freelance work”
• A right to attend and vote at the BDS Annual General Meeting
• The opportunity to join the BDS National Council
• The opportunity to have your work published in the ‘VM Spotlight’ magazine
• The opportunity to have your work published on our Facebook page
• Enhance your professional standing with letters after your name!
• Use of the BDS Logo on your CV and in your Portfolio

Answer
Although from one point of view small panes can
make a shop look quaint and attractive they do tend
to interrupt the overall view of your display.
Here are three ways that may help improve the
situation. You could try using bright blocks of colour
either by colour matching the merchandise in tight
groups or backing it with brightly coloured panels.
This will focus the eye on solid shapes beyond the
window framing.
Another method would be to invest in a bright and
versatile lighting system which can be accurately
focused onto your display giving it a dramatic effect
which will throw the glazing bars into silhouette
making them less intrusive.
The third solution, depending on how small the
panes are, is to use each pane to front an individual
display area. You could construct individual boxes
behind each pane giving a kind of “pigeon hole”
effect. This would be ideal for displaying small
merchandise, although lighting them effectively
would need some extra thought. You needn’t use
every pane, just form a pattern leaving some free to
view through into the shop if it is an open backed
window.
One advantage of this style of shopfront is that at
Christmas you won’t need to make much effort to
join all those estate agents and “Everything for a
Pound” shops who stick black insulating tape on
their windows to divide them into squares and then
spray frosting into each corner to give an authentic
“seasonal” effect.

If you are brave enough it will be an interesting
experiment as long as it doesn’t get out of your control.
The trick will be judging how “shocking” to be within
your local community, in the current climate I would
avoid anything with a religious or sexist theme. A
London store was forced to remove their, reasonably
innocent,“Peas on Earth” scheme at Christmas a few
years ago because of external pressure, but you could
try anything adapted from the Hollywood type horror
genre which should achieve the desired effect.
Good luck, it would be interesting to know how you get
on.

Benefits of Corporate Membership
• Having the endorsement of The British Display
Society, increasing your company’s credibility
• Your name will be associated with our work in education, centres of
excellence and our prestigious history
• Use of the BDS Corporate membership logo on your stationery and
publicity material
• Listing on the BDS website with a link to your website
• The opportunity for contact with other corporate members and the
ability to network with them
• A right to attend and vote at the BDS AGM
• The opportunity of applying to join the BDS National Council
• Offering the opportunity to contribute to editorial or free advertising
within our ‘VM Spotlight’ Magazine
• The opportunity for your directors and staff to apply for individual
membership which awards personal affixes
• The opportunity to advertise on our Facebook page and our Instagram
Page.

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

BRITISH DISPLAY SOCIETY EMAIL: enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

National display competitions held
during 1914-15 across the U.S.A.

The BDS received an enquiry from someone who had
found two window display books dated 1915 amongst
their grandfather’s possessions and asked whether we
might be interested in them. They sounded interesting,
so I suggested that we might be able to collect them
in order to find out more about their origin. I was very
surprised to discover that the donor, Mary Callahan,
lived in Vila Hills, Kentucky. This would have made a
great trip on expenses but Mary generously offered to
post them to the UK as she was happy to have found
a good home for them, she wouldn’t even accept our
offer to refund the postage.
The two books are the result of national display
competitions held during 1914-15 across the U.S.A.The
first being sponsored by a group of manufacturers known
as the Elwood Rice Leaders of the World Association,
a collection of 40 companies ranging from wall grouting

to rifles, even promoting the Anderson electric car
company, way ahead of its time. The second being the
Chalmers Porosknit woollen underwear company “the
cool summer underwear that lets your pores breathe”.
Each book contains one hundred displays and was
presented to each of the retailers represented therein.
Mary Callahan’s grandfather was Bert Silver who
worked as a window trimmer for George Golde & Co,
Cincinnati, Ohio and has a display featured in each
of the books which are shown here, together with the
introductory text about the competition which contains
statements optimistically still relevant today “the day of
the slovenly window is past”.
One of the displays from the Surprise Clothing Co.
was trimmed by H Bloomingdale Esq., who may have
progressed to greater heights in retailing.

Nanyang Polytechnic
School of Design
Singapore

Cycle Adhesive: Inseparable Bonds
Carrene Teo
Referencing the geo-political scene
recently held in Singapore, caricatures of
US President Trump and North Korean
Chairman Kim shake hands, Singapore
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong uses the
adhesive to secure it. My concept infers
that the adhesive is so strong that it could
maintain peace between the countries.

Globally, Conscious
Tan Yuan Ting
My vitrine design for the brand Conscious
focuses on the current world problems
that we disregard, and the environmental
problems that we create. The concept of
my display is about how the world benefits
through efforts consciously made by each
individual.

Kiwi: Rejuvenate your shoes
Muhammad Zafhir Bin Nordin
The purpose of my vitrine display is to create
an awareness of the need for sustainability.
I wanted my target audience to understand
that just because their shoes are old, they
need not feel compelled to buy another pair.
With Kiwi, they can easily bring their shoes
back to life. The tree concept in the display
is a symbol of a fresh start on life, positive
energy, good health and a bright future.
A tree grows old, yet it bears seeds that
contain its very essence and in this way, the

Sew Manly
Veronica Chin Shu Ping
In my vitrine design for a sewing product
company, I wished to show that real men can
do more than carpentry or plumbing jobs…
they can even sew. Hence I have products
related to sewing flowing into the spaces of a
typical toolbox, taking priority over other tools.

Pure London - SS20 Trends
Within Pure London the lifestyle fashion trade show Pure Origin brings together all aspects of
fashion sourcing and manufacturing for buyers and designers to meet with international suppliers,
in collaboration with ITE Exhibitions we presented SS20 Trends featuring Conscious, Invigorate
and Optimized as themes for the upcoming season with fabric samples, styled mannequins and a
colourwheel table showcasing the latest hues and fabrications...creative, inspiring and stylish be in
the know for Spring/Summer 2020 with these latest trends!

Amishi - Valentines
Amishi is an independent luxury
boutique in Mayfair, London just a
few steps away from Bond Street
home to many of the world’s best
fashion houses, it’s always a
pleasure to be asked back by a
client to continue working with them
and in this window we focused on
scarves for winter turning their
patterns into framed art with a
subtle gold Valentine’s theme...
creative, elegant and modern with
minimal sophistication the window
vinyls frame the mannequins upon
the glow of the crystal chandelier
within!

SaveTheHighStreet.org is powered by
independent shopkeepers on a Retailer Advisory Board.
It is an organisation focusing on a better connected,
digitally enabled and a more sustainable high street. It
ran a competition for its members, the 2018 Britain’s
best Shop Windows. The winner received premium
support from ‘Jo’, a digital assistant for local high street,
to help them grow their local business in 2019.
It was exciting to be chosen to be one of the
judges for 2018’s Britain’s Best Shop Window
#BestShopWindowUK Instagram competition. The goal
was to celebrate and champion the independent high
street businesses across the United Kingdom who went
the extra mile with their shop window displays. 79% of
Local Businesses surveyed by Save the High Street
said that investing in their shop window was essential
to their business. Window display is still an important
asset for independent business owners.
As a Retail Designer & Visual Merchandiser, John
Abbate used a set of criteria’s to objectively evaluate
the window displays based on my experience of working
with established brands. They were the same evaluation
points used during my teaching of window display at
Shanghai Unversity’s Mode’Art;
•
Creativity – Was an effort made; to be creative and
do something original or with thought & skill. Did it
have a theme that communicated some story.
•
Professionalism – Was the execution of the window
made to a high standard, with an eye to detail using
basic methods of display: composition, colour and
proportion. Were the materials used specifically
made or chosen for the display
•
Eye catching – One of the main purposes of a
window display is to attract the attention of the
passing viewer to get them; to stop and look into
the window, want to enter the store or find out more
about the shop in some way. The average time
given to a window, if even looked at, is less then 2
seconds.
•
Clarity of offer – Besides being, all of the above,
there is an opportunity to communicate something
specific to the viewer. It can be as direct as
product on sale or more of a brand statement but
it should have an immediate link to what is being
communicated, especially given the limited time a
window display is given to achieve this.
•
Humour – Not all windows should make the viewer
laugh but it is one of the best emotional touch points
for the general public that is positive. There are
other emotions that can be evoked but a negative
one is not the best to encourage interaction. The
window display is part of the customer journey and
experience so what kind of experience do we think
the viewer had.
• Focus – Does the display purposely lead the eye to
focal points. Is the object of communication a focal

Kindle House

point in the visual journey. Good VM is like a book
where the display and merchandising are how it is
laid out and the grammar how it is structured. Like a
good sentence, the display should allow the viewer
to focus on the product or point of communication.
There were so many of the entries that were good it was
hard to decide even with the above criteria. The winner
was Kindle House and a runner ups was: Pippin.
Kindle House: Won the competition by popular vote and
ranked high in my selection. The effort and attention
to detail was very well done. Kindle House created a
house within the window to such a realistic detail. They
didn’t get first place for me, as it wasn’t clear what they
sell.
Pippin:
Ranked high for me, as it was very professional for an
independent retailer. The strong red, white & blue colour
story was unusual for Christmas, making it eye catching
whilst having iconic Christmas theme. Has a good first
impact feeling that draws one in to look more closely,
which is a challenge for the small size product they sell.
The props are designed specifically for the jewellery &
small gift giving items. There is a story with a fox in a
pine tree forest which expresses the bunting signage ‘all
is calm, all is bright’
It was a great opportunity to help Save the High Street in
the window competition, which highlights the importance
of window display. It was also encouraging to see so
many creative and engaging window displays out on the
high street. This form of art, and that is what it is, is alive
and well. The high street is more then just a bunch of
shops, it is part of the fabric of our local communities.
The internet does not replace it as it does not replace

real human to human interaction. Like all functions of the
internet, ultimately it is just part of search for whatever we
are looking for. We still walk our streets and it is nice to
look at a good window display and enjoy it even if we don’t
go into the shop. We all want to celebrate and champion
the independent high street businesses, to appreciate the
effort that goes into the window displays and enjoy them.
About John Abbate
Is on the advisory board of Save the High Street and has
international experience in retail store design and visual
identity. John is passionate about retail and how to find
solutions in this ever-changing market place.
After 25 years of working for established brands, Ralph
Lauren, Levis & Alfred Dunhill, in Europe & America, he
then moved to Shanghai; starting his own retail consulting
agency, was Visual Merchandising professor at Mod’Art
and Creative Director at Design Overlay, retail design
agency.
Returning to London, John joined Northbanks (http://www.
northbanks.co.uk), a new up and coming retail design
agency, using his experience to help brands, big and
small, develop and implement their retail identities.

John Abbate

LIVE BRIEF

FdA VISUAL MERCHANDISING

L4

You must document your creative inspiration and
evidence the design journey from initial inspiration,
design development, through to final concept. As your
concept progresses you must show consideration
to market trends, brand identification, materials &
finishes, graphic applications and colour schemes.

Creative Enterprise Foundation Degree
in Visual Merchandising L4 and L5
students visited and are working on a
live brief with F&F Clothing Head Office
and 2 students have an opportunity of a
2 weeks placements. (2 best concepts will gain the placement).

The concept proposal should create a new look and
feel that really highlights the key elements of the
SS19 trend, with sustainability always a focus in all
design decisions.

L4 VM - students are designing a VM
Scheme for SS2019 related to stainability

You will need to produce a coherent Client
Presentation and fully prepare yourself to explain and
defend your design proposals to your audience.

You will professionally present your proposal to a
panel of industry specialists.

L5 VM - students are designing a SS2019
Press Event to promote sustainability.
For more information on what our
foundation degree students are working
on please follow our Instagram creative_
enterprise_hub.
This live brief has been set by F&F Clothing Global
Brand. With 1300 stores in the UK based in Tesco and
additionally stand-alone stores throughout Central
Europe, Dubai, China and Thailand.

• How can we make F&F different from other brands
and highlight our sustainable message.
• An additional logo that communicates our
sustainability focus

You are required you to a design a window display,
an in-store display, a merchandised wall bay and a
merchandised table for the F&F brand in the UK.

You are also required to look into the wider aspects
of merchandising that fit with the SS19 theme; i.e.
posters, swing tags, gift bags, packaging and hanger
displays. Your concept could be extended to a website,
social media, magazine editorial or TV advert. The
F&F logo and the sustainability logo should be a
major consideration in all these elements as well as
sustainability of production.

Although the solution to this brief must be mindful of
the F&F environment, the team are keen to see fresh,
exciting, and innovative ideas that stretch the F&F
brand and showcase their SS19 clothing range with
particular focus on developing sustainability within the
brand.
The team specifically request that particular
consideration should be made in relation to:
• What are the current trends for SS19 - what trends
do you see on the catwalk and high street; what is
modern and current?
• How can we merchandise the SS19 range in a new
and exciting way that shows our sustainability focus
as a brand

You will choose from either Womenswear, Menswear
or Kids/Baby to develop your visual merchandising
scheme. Robust and relevant primary and secondary
research is required into current retail practices and
competitor concepts identifying how they create
effective retail spaces.
You should show thinking outside the box by researching
and developing ideas that are not necessarily linked to
fashion but show inspiration for potential final concepts.

This Live Brief has been set by F&F Clothing Global
Brand. With 1300 stores, in the UK based in Tesco and
additionally stand-alone stores throughout Central
Europe, Dubai, China and Thailand. They require
you to a design a PRESS EVENT for the F&F brand
in the UK, to showcase their SS19 collection and
their developing focus on sustainability. The event
will host magazine editors, journalists, social media
bloggers and designers.

Hertford Regional College

LIVE BRIEF

FdA VISUAL MERCHANDISING

L5

The F&F team specifically request that the
concept presented should show consideration
as to how:
• We make the F&F brand different from other
brands and highlight our sustainable message.
• A specifically designed logo will effectively
communicates our sustainability focus.
Investigations will need to be made into a
suitable venue for this event and that venue
should in some way reflect the sustainability
message which will be a major factor in this
event. Your event space must accommodate
a fashion catwalk for a fashion show, an
area for dining, and an area to be merchandised with the SS19 collection. This will be supported with
relevant graphic materials and the prominent placement of the F&F logo along with the newly designed
sustainability logo.
The F&F team also ask that particular investigation should be made in relation to:
• What are the current trends for SS19; what trends do you see on the catwalk and high street; what is
modern and current in relation to both clothing and sustainability?
• How can we promote and display the SS19 range in a new and exciting way?
Once the venue has been decided
you will need to focus on how the
space will be apportioned to the
requirements of the event. As your
concept progresses you must show
consideration to market trends,
brand identification, materials &
finishes, graphic applications, colour
schemes and production methods.
You are also required to look into
supporting materials for the event
i.e. invitations, programme, menu,
signage, ‘look book’ etc.

Robust and relevant primary and secondary
research is required into current retail practices
and competitor concepts, identifying how they
create fun and exciting spaces. You should
show thinking ‘outside the box’ by researching
and developing ideas that are not necessarily
linked to events but show inspiration for
potential final concepts. You must document
your creative inspiration and evidence the
design journey from initial inspiration, design
development, through to final concept. The
concept proposal should create a new look
and feel that can be adapted to the space
available and really highlight the key elements
of the SS19 trend. You will need to be able
to demonstrate how you have achieved
innovative display ideas, an understanding
of other stakeholders, an understanding of
ergonomics and display space layouts.
A major part of this project is to create, use,
and work from a project timeline throughout
this brief. A template will be provided with key
dates and you will determine what the key
tasks are and the allocation of time they will be
given in order to meet the deadlines.
You will professionally present your proposal
to a panel of industry specialists at F&F Head
Office.
You will need to produce a coherent Client
Presentation and fully prepare yourself to
explain and defend your design proposals to
your audience.

Hertford Regional College

As I’m sure many in the industry can agree, our lives are – for the
most part – ruled by Christmas; one single day of the year which
somehow seems to affect almost all of other 364. And this year was
no different! The last few months have passed by in a whirlwind of
glitter and snowflakes, long hours leaving us dreaming of bauble
colour matching and coordinating ribbons. We had the opportunity
to work with some really exciting customers, helping to make their
creative visions become a reality is one of the greatest parts of
our job. Nothing makes us happier than seeing the end product
of all that hard work - one of our favourite Christmas displays of
2018 was this luxurious blend of gorgeous colours in The Corinthia
Hotel, brought together by the talented team at By Appointment
Only Design.

With Christmas now firmly behind us and heading
into a few months of ‘festive downtime’ before the
madness begins again, we’re looking forward to a
long (hopefully hot) summer of visual merchandising
and design displays. As usual, we’re excited to
begin to surround ourselves with flowers and foliage
going into the summer, however this year we’re
veering towards all things green! Flowers are very
much still a major part of our summer staples, but
there’s no denying the industry-wide trend towards
large, leafy, life-like greenery. We’ve been having a
great time selecting some new pieces for 2019/20
that’ll we’ll be sharing very soon!

Right now, it’s all hands on deck
for our team as we put together our
new catalogue – available from the
end of March. Between buying trips,
photoshoots and gearing up for the
summer season, it certainly isn’t the
post-Christmas lull everyone seems
to expect the industry to be enjoying
- but we wouldn’t have it any other
way!

DZD has been one of the UK’s leading
supplier of display props and visual
merchandising goods since its creation in
1989. Now in our 30th year we continue to
work with freelancers and larger corporate
clients to provide consistent and friendly
support in the visual and display business
to business market – frequently sourcing
tricky-to-find or bespoke items. Our
dedicated sales team of Heidi, Fiona and
Meghan are here to chat through enquiries
at any time so please don’t hesitate to get
in touch with us and here’s to a successful
and creative 2019/20.

sales@dzd.co.uk
0207 388 7488

Nuno Rosa
MARQUEE – VERO MODA window installation and In-store display entailed
MODA - , from the two main collections Champagne Blush and Disco Daze
CHAMPAGNE BLUSH
Sparkling fabrics with drapes that fall like pouring champagne is the inspiration
for this collection. The palette revolves around pale tones and the details and
surfaces include tonal silver embroidery, feather trims and stellar textures.
DISCO DAZE
Represents the good days of disco gave us some outrageous fashion choices.
This collection take inspirations from the 70s disco scene and focuses on the
fringes in metallic tones, exaggerating them to never seen before lengths
32 Selected stores of VERO MODA have installed this
window under Nuno Rosa guidelines as Head of Visual
Head of Visual Merchandising & E-Commerce Styling
Manager at VERO MODA, INDIA.
As we approached the last window of the retail calendar
prior the SALE season, I thought that reusing some
of the materials of the first windows of MARQUEE
would be beneficial to us as the success of Fashion is
sustainability.
The materials used are an acrylic base shape of a
start in plexi mirror with a thick border in gold that adds
value to the element creating a stronger visual impact
to customers that are passing by our windows. The
same start was produced in two different sizes and
allocated to stores depending on their window space.
The support structure of this starts is a metal stand that
carries the 2 different sizes and was used in our initial
MARQUEE VERO MODA AW18 Windows.
The lock system behind the start allows us to adjust the height of this
element and place it at eye level.
Taking into consideration that our windows floors have a grey and
darker flooring I’ve re-used the initial white tiles and added a texture
square gold paper cut out in the centre of this tile. This has created an
interesting game of textures on the floor and would link with the gold
border of the start to enhance the full window conceptTo identify the Marquee Vero Moda Collection among the different
windows of VERO MODA, an acrylic logo has been added on the floor
base with an oblique direction in black and gold
In-store display
Texture gold cover paper shelves have been added on the interior
display along with a 3D start in plexi mirror in acrylic along with the standing brand logo, to give some
animation on the wall display that we created.
As usual, we have used Brandmela Group for this project and Mr Hiten Rajput as the Production Manager has
given us full support on this project.

With more than 25 years ‘hands-on’ upon international
market experience, Nuno Rosa is a highly tenacious
and solution-driven business leader with work achieved
in 3 Continents.
Nuno Rosa has a strong understanding of brand DNA,
visual brand presentation, bespoke press day’s setups,
creative windows concept’s, furniture store layout and
overall displays, planogram implementation, product
display, fashion styling, trends and visual concept
strategy with the ability to translate that creatively and
drive business performance across multi-site channels
globally.

Nuno Rosa

Instore display  
Texture purple cover paper shelves have been
added on the interior display along with a 3D floral
in acrylic along with the standing brand logo, to
give some animation on the wall display that we
created.

An artist is incomplete without his muse. What he looks like on the outside is in stark
contrast with what a muse can invoke his brains to create. This collection captures this
very aspect and carefully demonstrates it into a collection of clean and minimally colour
blocked solids with masterpiece worthy of details hidden from direct view.

A Purple Winter Garden has been the inspiration
gained from Artist Muse collection to create this
bespoke concept. The same reflects the luxury feel of
the garments that are in line with the main print of the
collection, applied in some of the garments.
32 Selected stores of VERO MODA have installed
this window under Nuno Rosa guidelines as
Head of Visual   Head of Visual Merchandising
& E-Commerce Styling Manager at VERO
MODA, INDIA.
The materials used are an acrylic base printed with
a floral design that is in line with the collection. The

oversize flower catches the eye of the beholder and
the centre part of the flower has a pollen design in an
acrylic base, with a small lamp fitted, so a touch of
light can attract more customers when passing by the
window
The support structure is a metal stand that carries the
2 different sizes of flowers at eye level.
Taking into consideration that our windows floors have
a grey and darker flooring I’ve added a luxury purple
thick carpet that shines the right tone of luminosity and
adds value to the full concept

To identify the Marquee collection among
the different windows and main collection
of VERO MODA, an acrylic logo has been
added on the floor base with an oblique
direction in black and gold

With more than 25 years ‘hands-on’ upon
international market experience, Nuno Rosa is a
highly tenacious and solution-driven business leader
with work achieved in 3 Continents.  Nuno Rosa has
a strong understanding of brand DNA, visual brand
presentation, bespoke press day’s setups, creative

windows concept’s, furniture store layout and overall
displays, planogram implementation, product display,
fashion styling, trends and visual concept strategy
with the ability to translate that creatively and drive
business performance across multi-site channels
globally.

Janet Billings ABDS
Our BDS Team Member, Janet Billings
devised a concept using oversized Bird cages
for the Heaven Sends exhibition stand at The
Spring Fair which was held in February at the
NEC.
By using the Bird Cages, it creates focal
points as customers browsed the stand. As
we know, first impressions are vital and the
bird cages added some theatre and set the
scene for each range of merchandise.

Given the tough trading conditions currently faced by retailers on our High Streets, it is reassuring
to know that there are a number of independent retailers who realise the importance of Visual
Merchandising and the commercial benefits it brings to their business.
When it comes to Pharmacy stores, it is not all about drugs, prescriptions and old people! It is a
pleasure to work with the owners of this chain of pharmacy stores as they are constantly forward
thinking as regards their windows, store presentation and the extensive range of merchandise
they carry.
Concepts by, Creative Download.
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Valentine at Selfridges 2019
“I Love Me”.
Whether it’s a new romance, a decade-spanning friendship or
the perfect excuse for a moment of pure self-indulgence, this
Valentine’s Day is just as much about you as them – after all, don’t
we all deserve a bit of love every day of the year?
With its Valentine graphics, beautifully merchandised tables of
gorgeous food products each with its own strap-line, to the ceiling
dome filled with pink, blue and silver baubles, a visit to the Foodhall
at Selfridges has the pure wow factor.
Selfridges is definitely at the forefront of retail, where retail is
certainly not dead! This store certainly knows how to market itself,
create retail theatre with its superb visual merchandising and store
presentation, it has become the ‘destination store’. No visit to Oxford
Street is not complete without a trip to Selfridges.

Silvia Chialli

LBDS
INTERIOR DESIGNER - VISUAL MERCHANDISER - EVENT PLANNER - ART CURATOR

Silvia, Licentiate of the BDS, tells us about her work...
Silvia Chialli, Italian Interior Designer, Visual
Merchandiser, Events Planner and Art Curator
(Self Employed) based in Florence. She is Head of
Communication and Marketing and Manager Area of
the Regions Tuscany and Umbria of the VETRINSITI E
VISUAL EUROPEI (EUROPEAN WINDOW DRESSER
AND VISUAL MERCHANDISER ASSOCIATION).
Silvia is also a Licentiate of the British Display Society.

Inspiration. Her home town, Sansepolcro, in Tuscany,
has given birth to Piero della Francesca, one of the
most emblematic artists of the History Of Art. But
really also his love for Great Britain and in particular
Scotland is very strong, he makes of this Country an
really inspiration in many Artistic and Design Projects.
Silvia was an Art Curator working on over 40 different

After studying Interior Design at the IID, Istituto Italiano
di Design of Perugia, Silvia gained a degree in Set
Design at the Academy of Fine Arts in Perugia and
a Master’s degree in Marketing and Communication
at the Stogea Business School of Bologna. She has
also studied History Of Music at the Conservatoire
F.Morlacchi, Perugia. In order to grow professionally,
she continues to update her skills both in Italy and
abroad. The Academic Courses at the UAL - University
of the Arts of London - have been particularly important.

She has been working all over Italy for over 15 years
in the areas of Retail, Design, Events and Art. She
has collaborated with Businesses, Shops, Fairs, Art
Galleries, Event Managers and Schools. In April 2006
she received the prestigious “Maestro Vetrinista”
National Award for “Italia Vetrina nel Mondo”, which
allows her to develop important collaborations
both as a Teacher and Consultant, with prestigious
Companies, Academies and Fairs both in Italy and
abroad, including : Paul & Shark, Ingram, Busatti, Luisa
Spagnoli, Kemon, Polimoda Florence, Accademia
Italiana Firenze, Confcommercio and Confesercenti
Italy, Toscana Formazione, Ial Toscana, Università dei
Sapori Perugia.
Silvia organizes Courses in Florence “DESIGN
COUNTY”, and also the Renaissance is a source of

Chialli called “LIVERPOOL CALLING” were signed by Pete Best, the Beatles’ first drummer, and Freda Kelly
the Beatles’ secretary, during one of the Beatles Days organized by the “Beatlesiani d’Italia Associati. The
Project has interested the most prestigious Italian Televisions and Music and Art Magazines. http://www.
rainews.it/dl/rainews/media/All-you-need-is-paint-i-Beatles-come-non-li-avete-mai-visti-19602af1-15b3-4bdc8637-b76069a6e17c.html (RAI - Italian National Television)

activities between May 2012 and October 2017. She
toured the whole of Italy with “All You Need Is Paint”
Contemporary Art Exhibition dedicated to the Beatles,
event presented in important locations in Italy. The
project is made up of 80 works by the selected artists,
both national and international. In August 2016
the exhibition was exposed in Liverpool during the
prestigious “INTERNATIONAL BEATLES WEEK”.
The Scenographical Installation created by Silvia

DESIGN COUNTY
Email: info@designcounty.co.uk
Tel - WhastsApp: IT: +39 349 051 4363 * UK: +44 7887 528929
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/feed/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ArthurDesignCounty/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/arthurdesigncounty/
Web Site: Under Construction

The FOMO store (Fear Of Missing Out) is located in Molndal Galleria, just 10 mins from central
Gothenburg. Fomo is reinventing retail, a permanent concept/pop-up store with a multi-brand format
– a physical lifestyle blog.
The British Embassy and FÖMO Pop-Up Store have teamed up for an exclusive British design
showcase in Gothenburg, Sweden. There are 20 innovative and sustainable British Brands new to
the Swedish market.
These include Fashion: Menswear, Womenswear, Kidswear, Accessories: Eyewear, Bags, Jewellery,
Beauty: Skincare & Wellbeing.
The brands will be at FÖMO until the end of March where you can purchase
select pieces for a limited time.
Creative Download had the opportunity to work with Fomo on the store layout, and
visual merchandising of the store. ”Although Creative Download work on many
projects in Europe”, said Iain Kimmins owner of Creative Download,“ it is a great
to tap into the Scandinavian market. Retail is a tough market at present and this is
great way of keeping retail alive in creating a destination store, which is continually
changing. It’s good to work for a business that recognises the importance of visual
merchandising and the commercial benefits it brings to the retail”.

IAIN KIMMINS OF CREATIVE
DOWNLOAD AND ILONA TAILLADE
CO-FOUNDER OF FOMO STORE

‘HELLO I’M DAVID...I’LL MAKE YOUR
SPACE LOOK GREAT, LET ME
CAPTURE YOUR CUSTOMER...
AND FOLLOW MY JOURNAL FOR
INSPIRATIONAL STORIES,
ARTY ADVENTURES AND
CREATIVE IDEAS!’

I’m the Visual Merchandiser on Modern
Retail’s editorial board...an online resource for
independent retailers.
This is an interview about my time in the
industry, a catch up and my story about the VM
& Display Show...
The INSPIRATION : STORE SHOWCASE
page presents the best of London and beyond
Brands and Stores!

MERCHANDISING & STORE
LAYOUTS MADE EASY
I recently sat down with Soraya Lavery from
Richmond & Wandsworth Foodies and Start Up
in London to chat about Visual Merchandising
for cafes and food retail.
You can watch the YOU TUBE webinar HERE!

ABOUT ME

WHAT I’VE DONE

WHAT I DO

I’m creative, spiritual, original
and dynamic...I’ve been a
Visual Merchandiser for 30
years and have always been
before my time! I am London
based although I began in
Adelaide and Sydney, Australia.
I’m well travelled throughout
the UK, Europe, USA, Canada,
Asia, Africa and Australia. I’m
a Londoner at heart and love
its energy, opportunity and
creativity!

My former background is
fashion
and
homewares
where I learnt the art of Visual
Merchandising and Styling...
through
department
stores
and boutiques into the world
of independent theatre and
cable television, I have a varied
background and now freelance
in the cafe, food and retail
lifestyle sector and the world of
fashion and homeware brands.

I create spaces and identify
what’s not working and how
to make everything look great
through the art of merchandising
whilst
maintaining
brand
values and ethics all with your
customer profile in mind. I work
from behind the scenes ensuring
everything is in place along the
customer journey from front of
house. Let me help you capture
your customer!

www.davidanthonycreative.com

david@davidanthonycreative.com

Mobile: 07814 820460

Retail Display • Point of Sale • Exhibition display design • Creative design
Liz Johnston FBDS
Having worked in the VM industry for almost
40 years, I have been a freelance stylist since
1982. Many of my clients are independents
and using my expertise and passion I am able
to help local High Street retailers with their
window displays and in-store presentation.

07775 725435
liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

Visual Display Training
Let us show you the basic rules of Visual Display!

Come and meet the BDS team on STAND H49.
Sign up to become a member
and promote your VM career.
See you there!

One-Day practical workshop

Paris Tsoulfas
Display and Presentation Solutions

York. April 2nd 2019
Find out more
BOOK

www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk
“Our sales have improved following the training in merchandise and window
display. We take everything into consideration when buying our products on how
they will be displayed - and we now have a merchandise and display plan in
place for the year ahead. Thankyou!”
paristsoulfas.squarespace.com | paris.tsoulfas@yahoo.com | 07920 041244

Creative Download was launched by Iain Kimmins; a
Visual Merchandising professional with an outstanding
history in the industry. His career includes the
department stores Harrods and Selfridges in London
and Tangs in Singapore. He has also worked on projects
in Shanghai, New York, Saudi Arabia, and Switzerland.
Iain is the Chairman of The British Display Society and
regular gives lectures to our Visual Merchandising
students together with awards at various events.

In this tough market,
retailers need to create
the right shopping
environment that
reflects their Brand
to ensure that all
important customer
experience. From
shop fronts to window
displays to interior visual
merchandising, product
layout and focal points
around the store,
Creative Download
will ensure that
creativity is balanced
with the commercial
requirements of your
business.

Create retail
theatre for your
customers
Give your
customers an
excellent and
memorable
shopping
experience
Encourage
the customers
to shop,
experiment
and interact
with the
product

WINDOW CONCEPT
& PRODUCT STYLING

COACHING
& TEACHING

VISUAL MERCHANDISING

STORE SET UP
& OPENINGS

RETAIL DESIGN
VISUAL MERCHANDISING
MANUALS & GUIDELINES
INTERNATIONAL WORK

EXHIBITION STAND
PRODUCT STYLING
Clair Stuart of Sticky Red (Dubai)
has recently become a Fellow
of The British Display Society. It
was an honour to award Clair
her FBDS Certificate

PHOTOGRAPHIC
STYLING

Judging competition at
Pure London

www.creative-download.co.uk
hello@creative-download.co.uk
Promoting The British Display Society to the Visual Merchandising students at
The Nanyang Poly School of Design in Singapore.

Dedicated
to the Visual Merchandising Industry

Welcoming Visual Merchandisers
and companies to join us.
See our website for
all the benefits of membership
Lets keep
Visual Merchandising Alive & kicking
in this modern retail world
enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

